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Abstract. If a compiler knew which procedures (or functions) of a program fulfill the most-recent 
property, it could produce mare adequate code. This stands in contrast to the prevailing tacit 
worst-case assumption on the non-most-recent behavior of those procedures being passed as 
parameters (for all other procedures this property holds trivially). This old and well-known 
phenomenon will ati:& new attention with the development of new computer architectures-such 
as RISC. 
We present a method which has a polyncimial time complexity (in program length) for deciding 
this property in Wirth-Pascal-like programs by exploiting the inherent restriction concerning 
formal procedures. It is this reAction that enables us to 
(1) (polynomially) reduce the most-recent problem to a reachability problem for certain 
procedures and 
(2) solve this reachability problem with the polynomial algorithm which we present. 
This polynomial result for such programs is rather ufiexpectee since, for programs in slightly less 
restricted languages like ISO-Pascal, the problem is still decidable but with a complexity as bad 
as P-space complete. 
I. Introductfors 
As new computer architectures emerge, espec:ially those with reduced but faster 
instruction sets (RISC [lo]), the use of knowleqe about the run-time behavior of 
procedures (and functions) in block-structured languages like Pascal attracts new 
attention. While for the present comfortable (but slow) microprogrammed machine 
instructions (e.g., for a subroutine call) it does not seem to be promising to distinguish 
between most recent (mr) and non-mr, cr reccrsive an& Ironrecursive procedures, 
this situation changes for reduced, uncomfortable (t -Jt considerably faster) instruc- 
tion sets since these call for very sophisticated code optimizers. This means that a 
general worst-case assumption on the run-time behavior of procedures (i.e., being 
non-mr respectively recursive) can no longer be afforded. 
Now we give (informal) definitions of the necessary n&ions (formal definitions 
can be found in the references). 
We say that a procedure P is actual!” nay (i.e., it fulfills the most-recent property) 
iff 
P is declared locally within procedure Q (Q is the static predecessor of P, 
Q = SP( P)), and 
in the run-time stack, which consists of the frames (ix., activation records) of the 
procedures that have been called but have not yet tea 
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of P’s frame always refers to the downward closest-i.e., most recent-frame of 
Q 
A program is said to be mr iff every (nested) procedure in it is so. 
The non-mr-ness of the Pascal-like program fragment in Fig. l(a) is revealed by 
looking at P’s static chain in the snapshot of the run-time stack which was taken 
after the execution of several recursive calls of Q and during the subsequent call 
Z( ) (i.e., SomeCond was false). If P now referenced some variables local to Q, they 
would be located in the second frame of Q (from the top) and not in the most 
recent one. 
Unfortunately, this actual property is in general unsolvable-even for I/O-free 
programs (because of the ability of such programs to simulate any Turing machine). 
We thus have to be content with an approximation calledforPnaZ most-recent property 
which is defined on the formal execution tree of a program scheme [12,7] rather 
than on the run-time stack (see below). 
In such a scheme (we will call it nevertheless a “program”) all data, labels, and 
the related statements are removed (to provide a better decidability basis) leaving 
only (arbitrarily nested) procedure deckrrations with parameters of type procedure 
and statement parts (body minus local procedure declarations) with zero or more 
call statements ( ee Fig. l(b)). 
If Q = SP( P) (P local in Q), then every call to Q generates a modified copy of 
the declaration of P by replacing those global formals in the body of P that are in 
Q’s parameter list by the actuals of this call, according to the copy rule of block- 
structured languages. We will distinguish among those copies by appending a 
p-ram PROG; . . . 
procedure Q( 2 : proc( )) 
begin 
procedure P( ) begin.. . end 
if SomeCond then Q(P); 
d ); 
end 
Q(A); 0.. 
Fig. I(a). A non-mr program fragment with a snapshot of its run-time stack during execution. 
PROG: l- PROGO 
{pr-dure A( ) { 1 
procedure Q( z : proc( )) I 
I;zre P( ) { 1 
2: Q’M’) 
/\ 
d ) 3: Q’( P’) A’ 
1 
?(A) /\ 
1 4: Q’( P3) P* 
/\ 
5: .Qf(P4) P3 
l . . 
Fig. l(b). The non-mr program(-scheme) of Fig. I(a) and its formal execution tree. 
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superscript s a 0 to I? Now, s can be interpreted as a static pointer to the call of 
that copy of Q that generated this copy 
The static sequence of the call statements within a procedure is made irrelevant 
by considering them simultaneously, i.e., each call in the statement part of procedure 
A creates a node a! i+l on level i + 1 as a successor of node ai = A(. e .) on level i. 
The label of this successor node is formed by replacing all formals in the call 
statement by nonformal names of copies of procedures-according to the semantics 
of Algol or Pascal. Starting this construction with the outermost parameterless 
procedures dyl = PROG (i.e., the main program) we end up with a (possibly infinitej 
formal execution tree E(PROG) of our program(-scheme) PRO6 (see Fig. l(b)). 
We further say that a procedure P in PROG is formally reachable (recursive) iff 
there is a branch in E(PROG) which begins at PROG and along which an arbitrary 
copy P*’ of P is called at least once (twice). (*’ denotes a“don’t-care” static pointer.) 
A procedure P formally calls procedure Q iff there exists a subbranch 
( . . . , ,**(. . .), . . . , Q”(. . .), . . .) in E(PROG). 
Now, P is fomalZy mr iff the subbranch between each call to Pg’ on level p and 
its static predecessor Q” on level ql contains no other call to a copy Q”. Obviously, 
P in Fig. 1 (b) is not mr. 
ql: 0”(. . .) 
q2: Q’ l ( . . .) (this node makes P to be not mr) 
P: Pql(. . .) 
It should be clear by now that formal mr-ness implies the actual mr-ness, but not 
vice versa (the call that destroys formal mr-ness may never get actually executed!). 
By resorting to this approximation, qvhat do we win as to decidability? The answer 
depends on the mode depth MD (type depth) of the procedure names. In Fig. 1, 
MD(z) = 1, because the call “z( )” has no procedure as parameter. If the call would 
have read “z(P)“, then MD(z) would be 2 since MD(P) = 1. The specifier of z 
would then look like “z : proc(proc)“. In general, the mode depth of a formal or 
nonformal name x which has no parameters when being called is defined to be 1. 
Then, inductively, the mode depth of a name y which is called as y(. . . Xi. . .) is 
MD(y) = max(MD(xj))+ 1, and the 
max(MD( Pi)) with Pi being the proc 
D( Pi) is finite whereas 
is legal in an injinite- 
al parameters can there 
s, a call 
IgoldO), would be syntactically 
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illegal in a finite-mode language since the formal parameter of P cannot be specified 
completely (without resorting to recursive types). 
We now give a brief survey of the history of the mr-phenomenon, thereby 
answering OUI” still open question on the decidability: In the six&d it was widely 
(erroneously) believed (at least by DijLtra) that the static link of an activation 
record points “to the most recent . . . activation of the first block that lexicographically 
encloses the subroutine” 133, i.e., that every block-structured program is mr. 
In 1972, McGowan pointed out this “most-recent error” and showed the advan- 
tages of an mr-based run-time stack organization with all static pointers being 
redundant. Furthermore, he gave a, rather coarse, sufficient condition for a compiler 
to determine whether a program is actually mr [9]. 
In [S] it was shown that formal mr-ness of a grogturn is decidable-even for 
infinite-mode programs -which is astonishing if contrasted with the negative result 
for formal reachability of procedures in infinite-mode programs [7]. (Formal termi- 
nation, and hence both formal reachability and recursivity, is decidable for finite 
modes [2,1]-though with complexity “complete in deterministic exponential time” 
PI 1 
As a consequence, formal mr-ness of a particular ~RXX&UV P which is based on 
the reachability of copies of P is also undecidable in infinite-mode programs. The 
positive result for programs is quantified in [ 131 to be unfortunately no better than 
PSPACE completeness for both finite- and infinite-mode programs. 
However, we obtain a more encouraging result-namely a polynomial one-for 
deciding the formal mr-ness of a particular procedure if we restrict ourselves to 
MD< 2, e.g., to Wirth-Pascal. There, a formal procedure call can no longer have 
actual parameters (remember, the only parameters we deal with are of the type 
procedure), whereas a nonformal call can have formal and nonformal actual 
parameters-as before. 
Now, what is our problem? If we want to know whether a procedure P local to 
Q is mr, we have to check the formal execution tree for a non-mr situation (like 
the one in the definition). But how deep do we have to search for it? FMZprograms 
reward us with a pleasant property which we will call “permeability” (Section 2), 
that allows us to call off the search on a branch after having encountered Pq, where 
q is the level of the first call to a copy of Q on that branch. In Section 3 we present 
Table 1. 
Restrictions for the program to be analysed 
Problem infinite-mode finite-mode (FM) FM2 
mr-ness of a program PSPACE complete [ 131 polynomial 
[this paper] 
mr-ness of a undecidable complete in det. 
specific procedure 
polynomial 
r71 exponential time [this paper] 
181 
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a transformation that reduces the question for mr-ness of P to a reachability problem, 
which is solved in Section 4 by an 0( n3) algorithm. (Whenever possible, we omit, 
the attribute “formal”.) 
These results are collected in Table 1 thereby showing the environment of our 
problem. 
2. Permeable programs 
consider Fig. 2 with MD( EXAMPLEZ) = 3. While call node 2: Q*(. . . , C *) has 
C’( ), its third actual, as successor, this is not true for node 3: Q4(. . ,, , P*). This 
possible “constipation” for MD 2 3 is the reason for the exorbitant intractibility of 
all interesting calling-behavior problems. Therefore, we exclude it for permeabZe 
programs. 
EXAMPLE2 
(pr0cedure Q(x, y :proc(proc( ), proc( )), 2: pro4 1) 
{proclfdme P( 11 1 
Jws d 
Q(Y, x, P) 
1 
procedure A( t, 24 :proc( 1) (24 )} 
procedure B( q w : proc( )) (u( )} 
p~u=WI 1 
Q(A, 4 0 
1 
1: EXAMPLE2’ 
I 
2: N?:y9 B<;:&p) 
3: A’( P2, C’) Q’( I?‘, A’, I”‘) 
/ *u( ) /\ 
/’ . 3. C’( 1 B’( P3, P2) Q’(A’, B’, P3) 
/ -uo / \. 
5: P3( 1 A’(P4, P3) 
. 
/ /\ . . 
6: P3( ) 
. . 
. . 
Fig. 2. A nonpermeable program with MD( EXAMPLEZ) = 3. 
Definition 2.1. In a permeable program the ith actual parameter ai of a procedure 
call Q*(. . . ai. . .) is used (i.e., either called or passed on as actual parameter) iff the 
ith actual bi of any other call Q”(. . . bi . . .) is used. 
This-at first glance-exotic and arbitrarily defined property is inherent to all 
FM2 programs- as can be proven by means of the following lemma which says 
that if we reach P’, which has its static link passing via cyB (we write t = +q), after 
a call to an arbitrary copy of Q at level q ( cyq = Q*.(. . .)), then we have an analogous 
situation for any other call LY, = Q”(. . .) elsewhere in the whole tree. 
.2. Let P and Q be procedures in program P G with MD(PROG) ~2. If 
ts in E(PROG) a subbranch (omitting para 
B=(a?4=Qg*=A~*,...,CYq+i” 
with p = q + (n -I- I), n 3 0, and if there exists ,rurthcr a node a, = l ‘, then 
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(1) there also exists a subbranch 
with p’= r+(n+l); ’ 
(2) Ai=Bi,i=O,...,n; and 
(3) ifaj=+q, then bj=+r, j=I ,..., n. 
Note. The existence of arp and cyq implies 
q: Q”(. . .) = SPk( p : P”), k 3 1, 
and hence, Q = SPk( P). 
The proof is a lengthy induction on the procedures Al,. . . !, A, between Q and 
B, following the construction rules for the tree. 
Lemma 2.2 will be used in Theorem 2.4 and in the next lemma, which makes sure 
that, in FMZI-programs, we only have to analyse the first call of a procedure in order 
to decide whether this procedure uses its ith parameter somewhere. 
Lemma 2.3. Each program PROG with MD(PROG) s 2, i.e., each FM2-program is 
pemjeable. 
roof. We are given 
( a,=Q’(...AO...) ,..., txp=PS(...),ap+,=...Aa.-.), paq, 
and cy, = Q”(. . . B" . . .) in E(PROG), MD(PROG) s 2. We show that 
( a, = Q”(. . . Bb. . .), . . . , cyp’ = P”‘(. . .), a,,#+ 1= . . . Bb. . .) 
exists. Let w be the formal being replaced by A” and Bb in cyq and gyp respectively. 
Then CU,+~ and CJ+.,~+~ are created by the statement..  w.. . in P according to the two 
cases: 
(1) If w is locally formal, then P = Q, and w is simply replaced by Bb to build cyp+] l 
(2) If w is globally formal, then s = +q together with LY, form the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2.2 giving us cypl+ 1 = . . . Bb. . . 0 
We will make extensive use of this lemma in the correctness proof of our algorithm 
in Section 4. 
Mow, let us look back to EXAMPLE2 in Fig. 2 which shows us that, for programs 
with > 2, the non-mr-ness o a procedure (here P) is not necessarily revealed 
by the first call to Q (in fact, here, it is the second on level 3, the fourth on level 
5, etc. on the subbranches f course, by enlarging the 
Totating parameter list of nywhere down the tree). 
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This messy situation is cleared up by the following theorem which assures that, 
2 programs, non-mr-ness of a specific procedure is detected by using the first 
call to Q as reference. 
. Let P and Q be procedures of program PROG with MD(PROG) s 2 
and Q = SP(P). P is not mr i$ there exists the subbranch ._ 
(1) B=( . . . . ai=A;‘ ,..., tzql=Qg’ ,..., CY~~=Q*’ ,..., ap=Pql ,...) 
in E(PROG), 
(2) andAi#Q,OGi<qlcq2, Ao=PROG. 
Proof. The right-to-left direction is trivial (definition of mr-ness). For the other 
direction, we only have to show (2) which is an application of Lemma 2.2. 63 
It is this theorem that crunches the intractible (PsPs\cE-complete) complexity of 
the decision problem and makes it manageable by means of the following sections. 
3. Transformations 
As a result of the previous section we can concentrate on the first call to a copy 
of Q in, say, aql = Q”(. . .) in each branch during our nondeterministic search for 
a non-mr situation. From cyql on we look for a second (recursive) call to Q** in, 
say, Lyq2. It is only after such subsequent calls to Q** th.at we are interested in the 
reachability of Pq* -a copy of P the static predecessor of which is cyql. 
Now, by the definition of mr-ness, P is mr iff such a Pql is unreachable. In order 
to tackle the reachability of such a call to P, we need a more general tool to handle 
the calling relation in the execution tree. 
3.1. Reducing calling to reachability 
Since we have a polynomial algorithm for reachability (see Section 4), we reduce 
the problem “does A call B?” to “is B’ reachable?’ 
The reduction idea is simple: After having encountered a call to a copy of 
procedure A in a branch during a nondeterministic search through the execution 
tree, we have to change some “state” in order to memorize this event and to be 
ready for any subsequent call to a copy of B (which would have been ignored 
up to now). To implement this change of state, we duplicate each declaration 
of a procedure in the program to get the pair: procedue 
Q1(. . . xl.. . , . . .x . .) and procedure Q2(. . . xl.. . , . . . x2.. .) on the same 
nesting level as Q. 
The call ids in the statement parts o 2 receive the suffix I and 2 
respectively, except for the statement pa 
2. e actual parameterlists are du 
that the mode depths are not changed by this transformation. 
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Now, let us folllow a branch BR and its transformed branch BRI, starting at 
PROG respectively PROGI: On our way to reach the first A” respectively 
procedures called in BRl have suffix 1. Directly after Al” ihe suffix Mtches to 2 
and remains 2 for all successors of A 1’ l . 
So, iff there is a call to B” after the call to A” (in BR) can we reach B2” in BRl. 
The role of the duplicated parameterlists now becomes clear: they make the 
. . .2=procedures statically available when needed. This transformation TA is specified 
in detail in [I] as an attributed grammar (with only synthesized attributes). Here . 
we demonstrate it by applying it to a procedure P (yielding Tp) in a didactical 
modification of the program in Fig. 1 (b) (see Fig. 3). 
Note. (1) We realize that within . . .2-procedures we do not need any . . . l-names 
since they can never be used. Therefore, we simplified the transformation which 
now yields a worst-case (all n procedures in PROG nested within each other) of 
O(n*) procedures in PROGl-as opposed to O(2”) procedures if we did not omit 
the useless . . . l-procedures. 
PROG 
{procedure A(x) 
{A( )I 
procedure Q( 2) 
(procedure P( ) 
vw~ 
Q(P) 
z( 1 
1 
Q(A) 
PROGl 
{procedure Al(x1, x2) 
{Al( )I 
procedure A2( x2) 
W( )I 
procedureQi(zl,22) 
{procedure Pl ( ) 
{ P2( 22)) + su#tx change 
procedure P2( ) 
{P2(z2)) 
QW’L W 
zl( ) 
1 
procedure Q2( 22) 
(procedure P2( ) 
CP2(z2)) 
Q2( P2) 
z2( ) 
1 
QUA1, A21 
1 
Fig. 3. PROGI = T,(PROG). 
(2) Sometimes in the sequel we will wish to distinguish (for didactical reasons) 
between procedures bearing the same name (as a result of the transformation). 
do this by appending to them-separated by dots-the names of their surrounding 
procedures (inside out) until they become unique. 
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We are now ready to make a theorem out of this. 
Theorem 3.1. P’rocedure A in program PROG (indirectly) calls procedure B i$ B2 in 
PROGI = TA(PROG) is reachable. 
Proof. The proof is a formalization of the mechanism: it takes an arbitrary branch 
BR and analogously constructs its transformed branch BRl by induction on the 
different cases that may arise: a successor may be called by a nonformal, local 
formal, or global formal statement. 
Now, assume that in BR we have already constructed a node with a call to a 
copy of A and-later on-we are about to create a node with a call to a copy of 
B. Then in BRl we are within a . . .2-procedure and we are about to construct he 
node B2”(. . .). 
For the other direction, a branch BRl containing B2”(. . .) is transformed back 
to BR with the inverse transformation and, again by induction, it is shown that BR 
must then contain both, a call to a copy of A and B. Cl 
3.2. Reducing mr-ness to calling 
To determine the mr-ness of some procedure P in program PROG, we first have 
to look for the first occurrence of some copy of Q = SP( P) (which exists-otherwise 
both P and Q would be useless). Then we have to check whether Q (indirectly) 
calls Q, i.e., whether Q is recursive. 
According to the previous section, we achieve this by applying To to PROG, 
yielding PROGI. If then Q2 is reachable in the ejiecution tree of PROGl, we know 
there exists (at least) a second (recursive) call to Q on some branch in the original 
tree. 
iNow, we want to know whether this Q2 (indirectly) calls P2.Q1, i.e., that P2 
with SP( P2) I= Ql that would violate the mr-ness of l? This is accomplished by a 
second application of the transformation with respect o Q2; i.e., we Gompute 
T,,(PROGl), which takes P2.91 into P22.Q11-if it shows up. (The second “2” 
in the suffix stems from the fact that P2 is called after the suffix switching in Q2, 
whereas the ca:d to Ql 1 = SP( P22) occurs before Q2, which explains the second 
“1’‘-see Fig. 4.) 
3.3. Reducing mr-ness to reachability 
Combining the last two sections it should be clear by now that and why the 
following theorem holds. 
Figure 4 demonstrates the transformation steps and illustrates this result. 
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ql: 
q2: 
q3: 
non-mr node *p: 
pl: 
p3: 
PROGO A 
. . a 
0" . . . 
A” 
. . . 
0" . . . 
Q" . . . 
Pq’ 
. . . 
Pq2 
. . . 
Pq3 
. . . 
PROGl’ k 
. . . 
Ql” 
. . . 
A2” 
. . . 
92” 
. . . 
Q2” 
. . . 
P2.Qlq’ 
. . . 
P2.Q2q2 
. . . 
P2. Q2Q3 
. . . 
PROGl lo 
I . . 
Qll” 
. . . 
A21” 
. . . 
Q21” 
. . . 
Q22” 
. . . 
P22.Ql lq’ 
. . . 
P22.Q21q2 
. . . 
P22. Q22q3 
. . . 
Fig. 4. Transform&ion of z non-mr situation in an execution tree. 
e algorithm for calculating reachab 
We now need an efficient method to calculate the reachability of a specific 
procedure within the execution tree, preferably only by inspecting the program 
text-without constructing the tree. Such a method is F,el!-known and it computes 
what is sometimes called the potentially reachable procedures. But, unfortunately, 
they form only a (less exact) superset of the formal reachable ones. (For exact 
definitions and proofs of the inclusion see [6].) 
This method keeps a set of actuals for each formal ;:aarameter X, which is con- 
tinuously updated during (in general, several) passes thrr ;igh the program: whenever 
a new actual parameter A is found on the position oJ” x within a call statement, 
then A is simply added to the set [Ill. 
Since no static information is used, it s little surprising that this method is less 
accurate than the one operating on the tre . However, the following algorithm which 
is based on the above described met yields nevertheless exactly the founal 
reachable procedures if applied to FM irth-Pascal-)programs (in fact, it is only 
applicable to such programs). This means: for FMZprograms formal and potential 
reachability coincide! The algorithm is as follows. 
Let 9 be the set of procedures in program 
parameters in 453QMis 
is inserted for X; 
PROG, and let Z be the set 
the insertion relation : 
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B c R’ is the reachability relation: 
!%(A) u A is reachable. 
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Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
InCalization (4 and 9 viewed as boolean arrays): 9, 9? := “false”; 
9 (PROG) := “true”. 
FOP all reachable procedures A, i.e., those for w ch %(A) = “true”, 
For all statements stm in the statement-part of o one of the following 
three cases depending on the form of stm: 
Step 4(a): stm = B(. . . D. . .), with the nonformal actual D on the position of y:. 
W(B) := .W 9 y := “true”; 
4(b): stm= B(. . . z . . .), with the formal actual z on the position of y: 
$92 (B) := “true”, 
Q.%y:=Q9yvQ& forall QE~; 
4(c): stm = y( ): 
%!(Q):=%(Q)vQ.%y forall QE~. 
Step 5: If either 6% or 9 have been changed during Step 2, then go back to Step 
2. 
Step 6: Halt. 
Complexity considerations 
Let n be the number of procedures in the program (= l!Yl), let s be the number 
of statements of the longest statement part, and let f be the number of formal names 
in the program (= 18!$; then the outer loop (Steps 2-5) is passed at most n. f times, 
and the middle loop (Steps 2-3) at most n times. The inner loop (Steps 3-4) has 
at most s passes where Step 4(a) can be done in O(f), 4(b) in O(n *j), and 4(c) in 
O(n) time. This yields an overall complexity of 0( s l f 2 l n3). 
The correctness of this algorithm is stated in our last theorerz 
.l. P is formally reachable iff 9( P) holds. 
Proof. The left-to-right direction is shown with an induction over a branch contain- 
ing P”(. . .). While constructing this branch, we observe the changes that occur to 
.% and 9. 
The other direction uses an induction over the passes through Step 4, where 3 
and 9 are aflected [l]. Cl 
Now we are ready for our final res eorems 3.2 and 4.1. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let P and Q be procedures of an (FMZ-)program PRIG, with 
MD(PRQG) < 2, (2 = SP(P) and PROGll = To2 0 To(PROG). Then P is not mr in 
PROG i$!B(P22.Q11) holds ia PRQGll. 
Note. If an original program has n procedures, then PROGll has at worst 0(n2’2) 
procedures. Since the transformation itself is essentially a parsing mechanism with 
output (the transformation is implemented by means of synthesized attributes only), 
it can certainly be done in 0( n l f l s). Then 5iE is calculated in Q(s l f* l n4’3)5 i.e., 
polynomial time. Computing the mr-ness for a whole program, of course, requires 
only an additionai factor n, leaving us within PTIME. 
However, if we restrict the nesting depth of procedures (to an arbitrarily high 
limit), our transformation will then yield only O(n) new procedures; a further 
restriction on the length of parameterlists and statementparts then allows to compute 
%! in 0(n3). 
Space requirement is dictated by the size of array 9, i.e., it amounts to S(fe n4) 
respectively O(f* n). 
5. Caaclusion 
We presented a polynomial method that determines whether or not a procedure 
P behaves most-recently and-applied to all nested procedures-whether the whole 
program behaves o. Strialy speaking, we were dealing with the weak mr-property; 
an extension to the strong one (where mr-ness is required not only for the stati;, 
predecessor but rather for all procedures in the whole static chain) is straightforward 
but didactically less useful. 
We do hope that these results stimulate a reconsideration of an old phenomenon. 
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